
Creative artists should always be given the freedom to express their own 
ideas (in words, pictures, music or film) in whichever way they wish. There 
should be no government restricts on what they do. To what extent do you 
agree or disagree with this opinion?

  In since ancient times up to now, artists have constantly been limited and suppressed by 
autarchic governments or tyrannical kings, likewise extorted to work for them as doing 
whatever they desired to do. Sadly, nowadays, artificers face many of the same 
difficulties as their counterparts had which is an obstacle in their way of success. It is 
extremely important to mention that creativeness comes through a free mind. Without a 
doubt, if there is no preparation for that purpose, the universe will become empty from 
new ideas and excitement. 

   To begin with, the most successful and creative writers, film writers, painters and 
musicians are those who can think freely and far from limitation and implements 
impediments of human lawsbeings’ right. In this way, they can create a novel idea which 
has not been written and has not come to one’s mind. In many cases, restrictions and 
limitations have had negative effect on people in every aspect of life and no one can deny 
it. No matter how small might be the restriction, the aftermaths will be irreparable. 
Human beings’ civilization needs innovative opinions to progress their life which is shown 
during the technology age. 

   Although the presence of intelligent and bright individuals in the field of arts brings 
about progression of society, some priests or imams who are involved in religious 
concepts and also some authorities who are in charge of governmental responsibilities 
oppose to these kinds of alteration and cultural growth. For instance, when a director 
depicts some scenes of a political movie which has the critical and oppositional opposed 
against governments in every side, governments apprehend ban his/her movie and 
perhaps arrest them which are is not fair enough for someone who just did say some facts 
about governments’ behavior or attitudes.

   To sum up all the statements above, I would believe that as long as artists are restricted, 
there is not an atmospherelittle room for creating new phenomena and innovation at all. 
However, there is a saying that always during restrictions and demanding needs, a 
creative idea comes up on individuals’ mind.   

     


